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Then it eventually died and the engine won't start. After waiting overnight, I cranked her up and
she started with no check engine light. Seems to be driving fine now. Dealership won't even
look at her because the check engine light is gone. Any help is appreciated. My Honda Civic
stalled with engine code P After an overnight wait, it works fine now-what is wrong? Seems to
be driving That code is very familiar to me. I encountered P on my 98 Civic last year. Other
resources will only tell you that it's misfiring or a problem with the ignition. However, the offical
Honda Civic service manual will tell you it's an intermittent interruption in the top dead center
circuit sensor. It is related to a sensor in the distributor responsible for detecting TDC top dead
center of the spinning rod across your engine. As your engine turns, everything from your
timing belt pulleys to the other end of your distributor must be in sync on when TDC has been
crossed for every revolution. This precise timing allows your sparkplugs to ignite the fuel to
perform proper combustion. If timing is off because TDC cannot be properly detected by the
sensors within your distributor, you can experience poor engine performance to stalls. My civic
ran okay after I disconnected the battery to clear the engine light, but the engine light would
return after several days. The engine also felt sort of rough during idle and would stall on some
occasions. I tried troubleshooting the sensors but failed so I ended up simply replacing the
whole distributor. After the replacement, my civic ran perfect, no stalls and no engine light
warnings. Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but there's a catch. Fans mad that
joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers blow to Trump with tax ruling.
Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached. Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen 'was
always hunting me'. Congresswoman: I defaulted on my student loans. Eyewitnesses recall
horror of Denver airplane incident. UCLA gymnast tearful as music superstar reaches out. Kate
Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Answer Save. Ceegster Lv 4. Here you go sir I
hope this helps. This Site Might Help You. Good luck! Still have questions? Get your answers by
asking now. Performed a visual inspection of the engine compartment and found traces of
washer fluid on both of the top dead center sensor harness connectors. Traced the washer fluid
leak and found a broken windshield washer hose. Upon further inspection, found the damaged
windshield washer hose leaked washer fluid onto the top dead center sensor harness
connectors. Replaced the windshield washer hose and cleaned the top dead center sensor
harness connectors, cleared the codes, performed a road test and verified the vehicle operated
properly. The check engine light did not illuminate and no fault codes returned. Special Content
Video Webinars Podcasts. Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise
Subscribe Contact Us. By ImportCar Staff Writers. Correction: Replaced the windshield washer
hose and cleaned the top dead center sensor harness connectors, cleared the codes, performed
a road test and verified the vehicle operated properly. In this article: Honda. Click to comment.
Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Listen to the latest Import Car podcast. Stay up to date
with the latest Import Car news. By Zach Harkins. By Wayne Colonna. Video Series View More
Videos. Sponsored Content. Then it eventually died and the engine won't start. After waiting
overnight, I cranked her up and she started with no check engine light. Seems to be driving fine
now. Dealership won't even look at her because the check engine light is gone. Any help is
appreciated. My Honda Civic stalled with engine code P After an overnight wait, it works fine
now-what is wrong? Seems to be driving That code is very familiar to me. I encountered P on
my 98 Civic last year. Other resources will only tell you that it's misfiring or a problem with the
ignition. However, the offical Honda Civic service manual will tell you it's an intermittent
interruption in the top dead center circuit sensor. It is related to a sensor in the distributor
responsible for detecting TDC top dead center of the spinning rod across your engine. As your
engine turns, everything from your timing belt pulleys to the other end of your distributor must
be in sync on when TDC has been crossed for every revolution. This precise timing allows your
sparkplugs to ignite the fuel to perform proper combustion. If timing is off because TDC cannot
be properly detected by the sensors within your distributor, you can experience poor engine
performance to stalls. My civic ran okay after I disconnected the battery to clear the engine
light, but the engine light would return after several days. The engine also felt sort of rough
during idle and would stall on some occasions. I tried troubleshooting the sensors but failed so
I ended up simply replacing the whole distributor. After the replacement, my civic ran perfect,
no stalls and no engine light warnings. Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but
there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers
blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached. Dylan
Farrow says Woody Allen 'was always hunting me'. Congresswoman: I defaulted on my student
loans. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident. UCLA gymnast tearful as music
superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Answer Save.
Ceegster Lv 4. Here you go sir I hope this helps. This Site Might Help You. Good luck! Still have
questions? Get your answers by asking now. P Honda Auto Trouble Code on vehicles with

electronically controlled automatic transmissions, the shift solenoid is responsible for actuating
the hydraulic circuits to activate clutches or bands that change gears inside the automatic
transmission. Some problems such as misfires and evaporative emission EVAP leaks can be
very challenging to nail down. Misfires can be caused by ignition problems, fuel problems or
compression problems. The underlying cause might be fouled spark plugs, bad plug wires, a
weak ignition coil, dirty injectors, a shorted or open injector, low fuel pressure, a vacuum leak, a
leaky head gasket, burned exhaust valve or a camshaft with a bad lobe. This DTC is set if the
transition is not detected. With P Honda code so start with the basics like a fuel pressure and
fuel volume test. Or, you can start on the electrical side by doing a voltage drop on both the
power and ground connections for the fuel pump. Some shops are reporting corrosion on the
fuel pump ground that reduces power and fuel pressure. All auto trouble codes with car brands.
P Honda Auto Trouble Code P Honda Auto Trouble Code on vehicles with electronically
controlled automatic transmissions, the shift solenoid is responsible for actuating the hydraulic
circuits to activate clutches or bands that change gears inside the automatic transmission. P U
B C Example: P Honda Trouble Repair : With P Honda code so start with the basics like a fuel
pressure and fuel volume test. Example: For more than years, the four cycle combustion engine
has utilized the same method for creating power. The intake stroke will draw air and fuel into the
combustion chamber, the compression stroke will increase cylinder pressure, the power stroke
will ignite the air fuel mixture and force the piston down, and finally the exhaust stroke will
expel used gases through the tail pipe. However, in order for all the internal components of an
engine to work together, there must be a starting point. TDC is often defined as when the first
cylinder to fire usually number one cylinder has the intake and exhaust valves both closed at
the same time. In older engines, TDC was marked on a harmonic balancer as zero degrees and
allowed a mechanic to assemble an engine and adjust cylinder head valves to ensure smooth
operation. Today's engines are assembled with the same precision, however, the TDC sensor
continually monitors the firing sequence of all cylinders. This sensor is vital as today's modern
ignition systems are frequently adjusted to variable driving conditions. When everything works
as planned, the TDC sensor should last forever. However, since the sensor is an electrical part,
it can fail. Issues such as wear and tear, cracking, and even corrosion can take over and cause
a malfunction of the TDC sensor. If a problem exists with this sensor, certain warning signs will
alert the driver to a potential problem. Listed below are a few of these indicators that if noticed
should inspire you to contact a certified mechanic to inspect, diagnose and replace the TDC
sensor if needed. All sensors are monitored by the ECU in any car. Once this occurs, a certified
mechanic will need to be called to complete a diagnostic check with a specialized computer that
plugs into a port under the dashboard. This will download the error codes and let the mechanic
know what area of the vehicle triggered the warning light so they can inspect and repair any
damage. The Check Engine Light is not something that should be ignored. If you see this light
on your dash, contact a certified mechanic as soon as possible as it may be a serious problem.
As we described above, the internal combustion motor needs to have a precise ignition timing
setting in order for all the cylinders to fire in the correct order and at the right time. If the TDC
sensor is damaged, it will not send this information to the onboard computer. As a safety
measure, the ECU will shut down the ignition system and you will be unable to start the motor.
Depending on the vehicle, the engine will either not crank over or the engine will crank over but
not produce a spark. In either case, if your car won't start , contact a mechanic so they can
determine why this is happening to you. Another common symptom of a bad or worn out TDC
sensor is when the car seems to run rough or the engine misfires. If the TDC sensor is not
working properly, the motor usually will shut off quickly to avoid damage to internal
components. However, this doesn't always occur. If your motor seems to run rough or sounds
like it's misfiring , you should pull the car over to a safe place or head home. Once you arrive
home, contact a local mechanic so they can come over to your home or office and inspect the
problem. The top dead center sensor plays a vital role in today's modern engines. This
component is commonly used on vehicles manufactured after If you notice any of the
symptoms indicated above, or if the engine of your car just doesn't seem to run happy, contact
one of our local ASE Certified mechanics from YourMechanic. The most popular service booked
by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics
perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage
maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile
mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Vehicle
Engine Electrical Inspection Cost. Service Location. Engine will not start As we described
above, the internal combustion motor needs to have a precise ignition timing setting in order for
all the cylinders to fire in the correct order and at the right time. Engine seems to misfire or runs
rough Another common symptom of a bad or worn out TDC sensor is when the car seems to

run rough or the engine misfires. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles.
Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Chris
22 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris arrived early and had our problem solved in a
short time. Great service!! Figured out my problem fast. Super knowledgeable, would do
business again! Pardeep 21 years of experience. Request Pardeep. Pardeep was very friendly
and professional. The Parkbrake Fault error displayed on the dashboard car was remedied very
quickly by disconnecting the battery for 10 minutes and then resetting the parking brake
system. Saab - Battery - Mountain View, California. Came on time and very professional. Thanks
Pardeep! Joseph 27 years of experience. Request Joseph. Professional and simply down to
earth dude. Arrived 30 minutes early and was through before I had to go to work. This is no
hype!!! Got great service and was very affordable. Will definitely request Joseph again. Honest,
arrived early, and professional - was able to identify the problem almost immediately. Highly
recommend. Diana 18 years of experience. Request Diana. Diana provided great professional
insight on resolving speciifc issues with my vehicle. Will definitely recommend to friends and
and family. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. It detects the position, speed,
acceleration and deceleration of the camshaft, which regulates the injection of fuel into the
engine. In order to make Read more. Related questions my car dont shift in high gears, but the
transmission is good. There are quite a few different parts that can cause this. It can be a
transmission speed sensor, but a bad or defective throttle sensor can also cause this. If this
started right after the throttle sensor was replaced, P code - Hyundai Accent Hello. P is the code
for a knock sensor. If the knock sensor fails, or there is an issue with the wiring, the code may
be set off. You also mention that the Check Engine Light was not on. Sensor messed up Hello.
There should be a Check Engine warning light on the dash display. It could also be a loose
connection if you recently had exhaust work done. If you have any failure in the catalyst
sensors or wiring, it should Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection today! Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. I got
p and I don't know whats wrong with it anymore. Engine code f23a4 Had a bad engine on it so I
swap it with another 99 accord f23a4 engine. It start up and run fine but it wont let me go pass
rpm. I put in a new timing belt, water pump, cam seal, crank seal, rear main seal and spark
plugs. Yes I gaped it. One thing that I dont know why is I put in 5 qts of oil and it only shows
between low and full. I checked cooling system and it was fine. Since I have that code I swap
out the crank sensor from other engine and it still do the same. I swap out the distributor and
still do the same. I check all the connectors and it seem ok to me. I checked compression 1, 2,
and 4 psi 3 at psi. Do you. Check for loose wires and or connector at crank sensor. It's an
intermittent signal from crank sensor. You may need a new connector but here is the sensor
which I would replace first. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need
anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thank u so
much for the reply. I will do that today. I try another connector but its still the same. What
should I try next? Then you have to try resistance to computer, as it may be a shorted wire, or a
bad ecm which if you have anti theft. Thank you sir. I changed the sensor all fixed! How Do I
clear the codes? The code shows and the car cuts off but will start again but cutover again?
There is a problem with top dead center sensor circuit or sensor here is the location so you can
replace the sensor first. Thanks for this post I had to get a new sensor all fixed! Last June my
son bought a used one-owner Accord EX 4 door 5 speed manual transmission and the F22B1 4
cylinder 2. The car has k miles on it and no rust. The engine went sour in it this past summer. It
developed a connecting rod knock. In the long run, it ended up being cheaper and simpler to
replace the bad engine with a used engine. We found a F22B1 with 89k miles on it, bought it and
installed it. We carefully labeled all vacuum hose and wiring connectors before separating the
connections. There were no check engine lights in the car prior to disassembly. We removed
the distributors from both the new and old engines prior to any lifting operations to protect the
units. The new engine came from a car with an automatic transmission. Since my son s car was
free of check engine lights and all the electronics were working, we elected to transplant the
original intake manifold assembly and wiring to the new engine. Wherever possible, we
transplanted sensors and pickups from the old engine to the new. The only sensor that we
missed was the crankshaft position sensor. We discovered that after the timing belts and
accessories were already installed and decided to gamble that the position sensor was OK.
Some of the large connectors had dielectric grease put in them prior to reassembly. We have
tried rechecking and resetting the ignition timing and exchanged the distributor assemblies
between the old and the new engines. After scanning the codes with a scanner and erasing the
codes to put out the light, the engine runs fine smooth and no misfire until it hits RPM. The

check engine light comes on again and the rev limiter kicks in at RPM. We disconnected all the
multi-pin connectors and reinserted them with no avail. We also cleaned out all the dielectric
grease from the connectors with Freon TF degreaser. The light still reappears after hitting RPM
for the first time. My next step is to remove the distributor again from the engine and clean the
mating surfaces with the cylinder head to assure that there is not a grounding problem causing
the intermittence. I have looked around on the Net and have found this Code many places but
no one has ever posted how they fixed the problem. Although it is possible, it is probably
unlikely that I have 2 bad distributor assemblies. Do you have any ideas? Did you put the ECU
from the Auto in this vehicle? Bruce, Thanks for the fa
cheap haynes manuals
mercruser service manual
2005 jeep liberty fuse box
st response. No, we did not put the ECU from the donor car into our car. It was not available.
Also, the donor car had an automatic transmission. Ours is a 5 speed, if that matters unknown,
although our wiring harness was slightly different. Backup light switch primarily. I considered
the crankshaft position sensor CPS alignment in relationship to the TDC sensor, like fisherman
mentioned but was not looking froward to removing the timing belts again. Although, maybe I
can remove the bottom belt cover and get at the CPS. However, the CPS that is in the engine
now is the one that came with the new engine and it has never, at least as long as we have had
it, been out of the car or adjusted. If the codes change, the CPS is likely out of adjustment, like
you said. Thanks, I'll try it, but probably not until the weekend when I have more time. Please
login or register to post a reply. Now I Am I Pulled The Dipstick Registers Code P, Cyl Misfire.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

